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MHD Air-Breathing Propulsion and Power for
Aerospace Applications

Summary
The paper reviews novel propulsion concepts utilizing plasmas (ionized
gases) and magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). These concepts are shown to
be attractive due to their potential to achieve propulsion and
‘aerodynamic performance far beyond current conventional technologies.
However, significant difficulties impede the development and application
of these technologies; these Include weight, complexity, higher power,
and the need for complex and energy-consuming artificial ionization in
“cold” air (at Mach <12).
A well-publicized Ajax concept of MHD energy bypass has been shown to
be meaningless below at least Mach 12. In contrast, a new “reverse
energy bypass” with Virtual Cowl is potentially practical for air-
breathing hypersonic vehicles.
Applications of the Virtual Cowl and other plasma/MHD devices to
reentry, global-strike hypersonic gliders, and aeroassisted orbital
maneuvering are identified as promising in the near future. The ability of
a plasma/MHD system to generate high power onboard and to provide
L/D (lift-to-drag ratio) far beyond that possible conventionally makes
these applications both feasible and desirable for national defense.
However, these applications are also likely to be implemented by
nations such as China, Japan, and Russia.
The outlook for uses and applications of MHD propulsion could increase
dramatically if high-speed (hypersonic) vehicles begin to carry powerful
onboard electricity sources, such as nuclear (fission or fusion) reactors.
For spacecraft, the current trend of replacing chemical rockets with
electric propulsion systems will continue and is likely to become the
standard, Electric systems can provide a much wider range of operation
(e.9., low-thrust fine positioning/pointing, more frequent or
nontraditional maneuvers, and longer times on station) than chemical
systems can.
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Chapter 1: Concept Overview
A flight vehicle's speed and altitude limit its available propulsion options.
Traditional air-breathing systems (propeller, turbofan, and turbojet) are typically
limited to altitudes below 80,000 feet. The existing and planned high-altitude
vehicles utilize either high-speed propulsion with ramjet and scramjet engines or
slow-speed systems with large propellers. Chemical rockets can operate at all
altitudes but have limited bur times and require both fuel and oxidizer to be
carried onboard.
High-speed air-breathing propulsion, based on ram/scramet engines, have well-
known difficulties: external and internal flow compression and shock control;
shock-shock and shock-boundary layer interactions in the propulsion flowpath;
mixing, ignition, and flameholding in the combustor; incomplete combustion and
chemical energy release; and very high temperatures and wall heat fluxes in the
combustor. There are limits to what can be done abou these problems with
conventional technologies, which is why the use of plasma (ionized gas) with or
without electric and magnetic fields can offer additional opportunities for control
and propulsion enhancement.
Onboard generation and storage of electric power is one of the main problems
encountered with respect to high-altitude, high-speed flight. Hypersonic vehicles,
both air-breathing and unpowered reentry “gliders,” have no rotating
turbomachinery to which an electrical generator could be connected. An
attractive power option can be offered by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) devices.
For example, placing an MHD generator immediately downstream of a scramjet
combustor can, given the high velocities and temperature of the flow and with
metallic additives to the fuel, provide high power (from tens of kW to several
MW) with no moving parts. For reentry vehicles, both external (i.c., surface-
integrated) and internal-duct MHD generators can generate high power also
without moving parts. Employing additional equipment like electrical generators
imposes a weight penalty that must be optimized with vehicle performance.
The use of electric and magnetic systems can open new potential areas for
aerospace propulsion. While chemical energy sources are limited by the energy
available for particular reactions and are limited to operating conditions that are
conducive to combustion, electromagnetic energy can be added to the flow over
2 much wider range of operating conditions. For example, at very high altitudes
(>150 kit), It is difficult to get reliable combustion in hypersonic air-breathing
engines. In an electrothermal system, the combustor would be replaced with an
electrical heating source that can easily and reliably add enthalpy to the flow
even at low pressure. The flow can also be accelerated by manipulating body
forces (electric and magnetic) on charged particles (ion and electrons) within the
flow.
Outside the atmosphere, we note that operation in space almost always requires
rocket propulsion whether it be chemical, electric, or nuclear. The exceptions.
would be sails and tethers. Spacecraft are rapidly transitioning from chemical
rockets to electric (plasma) for most space-based operations. The higher
specific impulse (L) available for electric systems (2 to 100 times that of
chemical) has a dramatic impact on the vehicle design and operation. Although
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electric (plasma) thrusters have been around for decades, their use in space was
limited by the electric power available onboard the spacecraft. The advent of
high-power solar arrays has made systems from a few kW to tens of kW
practical. Chemical systems will probably always be the primary choice for
getting vehicles into space. The thrust levels for electric systems are too low to
be practical for that purpose.
Chemical and electric (or electromagnetic) propulsion systems have intrinsic
differences. For example, chemical propulsion is “energy limited” because the
chemical reactants have 3 finite amount of energy per unit mass (i.e., their
enthalpy of combustion or reaction), which ultimately limits their achievable
exhaust velocity. However, because the propellants are their own energy source,
the rate at which energy is supplied to the propellant (which is ultimately limited
by the reaction kinetics) is independent of the mass of propellant, so very high
powers and thrust levels can be achieved. By contrast, electric propulsion
systems are typically not energy limited; an arbitrarily large amount of energy
can be delivered (from the external solar, nuclear or chemical power system) to
a given mass of propellant so that the exhaust velocity can be an order-of-
magnitude larger than thatof a chemical system. Instead, electric propulsion
systems are “power limited” because the rate at which energy from the external
source is supplied to the propellant is proportional to the mass of the power
system. This has the result of limiting the thrust of the electric propulsion system
for a given vehicle mass. Because of this, electric propulsion vehicles are
typically low thrust-to-weight (T/W) ratio (i.e., low acceleration) vehicles.

WEAKLY IONIZED PLASMAS FOR PROPULSION APPLICATIONS

“This review is devoted to a group of emerging technologies centering on weakly
ionized plasmas for propulsion and power.3 Charged particles (ions and
electrons) must be present in the flow so that it can interact with applied electric
and magnetic fields. Space thrusters operate at very low pressures (< 100 mTorr
or < about 2 psi) with a significant fraction of the working fluid/gas being
partially ionized (froma few percent to nearly 100 percent). In contrast, air-
breathing systems operate at much higher pressures and have low fonization
fractions. The ionization fraction of concern (i.e., the fraction of gas molecules
that are ionized) ranges from as low as 10° to 102, hence the term “weakly
ionized.” The gas pressure in the plasmas can take almost any value. In
applications to high-altitude flight, the static pressure is on the order of 10-100
Torr, whereas combustion applications demand near-atmospheric (~760 Torr) or
above-atmospheric pressures. The temperature of the gas can be near-ambient
in low-pressure glow discharges, rising to 5,000-10,000K in arc or high-pressure
microwave discharges, or even 20,000-30,000K in laser-generated sparks. The.
plasmas can be generated by electric or electromagnetic fields, from DC to RF,
short pulses, microwaves, and optical (laser) beams, or by various combinations

ofthe above. In general, low pressure plasmas tend to be uniform (diffuse) and
nonequilibrium. The temperature of electrons and internal molecular modes can
be very high, while the gas as a whole stays relatively cold. As the pressure and
power loading increase, plasmas tend to become hotter, getting closer to
thermal equilibrium, and also break into channels (streamers and arcs). The
reality, however, is more complex. In some devices, such 3s dielectric barrier
discharges, nonequilibrium plasmas are generated even at atmospheric pressure,
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and in devices such as the gliding arc, the plasma evolves from near-equilibrium
to highly nonequilibrium during each of the periodically repeating cycles. In
shock and boundary layers during reentry, the plasma is near thermal
equilibrium while being diffuse. The primary reason for this behavior is that the
fonization in those shock and boundary layers exists without any electric field
and thus Is not subject to arcing Instabilities.
Plasma Features
What features or properties make weakly ionized plasmas interesting for
propusion and aerodynamic applications? The most obvious feature is heating—a
consequence of Joule dissipation in an electrically conducting medium placed in
an electric field. As a heating clement, plasma has important advantages
compared with conventional heaters. For example, even a surface electric
discharge can effectively heat the gas flow much farther from the wall than a
wall-imbedded conventional heater would. Microwave and laser beams can
create plasmas and heat the gas even far from any surfaces, and the volume and
shape of the heated region can, In principle, be adjusted. Since heated regions
can significantly alter the flow by making the gas flow mostly around them,
plasmas can form switchable, controllable, and tunable virtual bodies or
surfaces. Such virtual surfaces can be deployed on demand for drag reduction,
aerodynamic control (when applied asymmetrically), and optimization of engine
inlet performance, to name a few. Iti the localized and transient deployment of
plasma virtual surfaces that results in the most interesting and complex.
interactions with gas flows while saving energy compared with large-volume,
steady-state plasma utilization, and thus is especially promising for applications.
Another useful application of plasma heating is ignition. This may seem trivial;
after all, spark plugs in conventional internal combustion engines are well-
developed thermal plasma devices. However, thermal plasma ignition for
scramjet engines is not that simple, since the ignition system would have to
prevent the plasma from being easily blown away by the supersonic flow, and
even if this problem is resolved, if not properly (and quite ingeniously) designed,
the igniter would cause an unacceptably strong perturbation to the flow and loss
of the stagnation pressure and would require extremely high power. AS an
example, plasma lgniters based on subcritical microwave discharges are quite
sophisticated.
Besides heating, the presence of charged particles is another obvious, and very
important, feature of plasmas. Charged particles can be acted upon by electric
and magnetic fields, and this action can be transferred to the bulk gas by ion-
molecule collisions. Thus, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) and
electrohydrodynamic (EHD) interactions can be utilized to exert forces and to
decelerate or accelerate the gas in both inviscid core flows and viscous boundary
layers. The magnitude of such interactions depends on the ionization fraction and
the magnetic or electric field strength.

MHD Interactions

The ionization fraction can be quite high in shock and boundary layers at very
high Mach numbers (such as those in reentry flight), or just downstream of
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ram/scramjet combustors if alkali vapor is added to the gas. In those regions,MHD interactions can be promising for electric power generation or accelerationof the fiow, as well as for flow control. However, at Mach numbers below about
12 (and excluding the combustor or the region just downstream of i), the air is£00 cold for 3 significant thermal ionization even with alkali seeding. The requiredlevel of ionization then has to be created and sustained by nonequilibrium
(nonthermal) means and is associated with a very substantial power budget andadditional heating. Therefore, the efficiency of ionization (which can vary byorders of magnitude depending on the particular means of ionization) is of first-
order significance for the entire operation and efficiency of the device. Energy.
used to fonize and excite the gas molecules can be considered as loss in the
system since this energy is rarely recovered in the form of directed kinetic orthrust energy. Note that in this regard, ionization by high-energy electron beamsor by repetitive high-voltage nanosecond pulses are promising as the most
energy-efficient means of nonequilibrium ionization. 57
Even with the most efficient ionization techniques, the power budget andadditional heating associated with the ionizer normally imit the achievable level
of ionization. To have a substantial MHD effect,’ 5 one has to either use a very
strang magnetic field (which is associated with some practical issues) or use the
MHD interaction in a localized and transient regime (e.g. for boundary layercontrol).
As for EHD interaction, 9.14 it relies upon non-neutrality of the plasma and an
electric field to impart momentum to the gas. Although EHD (or “ion wind")
phenomena have been known for many years, the last several years sa a surge
of new interest to this type of interaction, This new boom is due to the
asymmetric dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)—a remarkably simple device that
has been demonstrated to be very effective in delaying and controling flow
separation and perhaps even laminar-turbulent transition. Although details of thephysics of DBD plasma actuators are still incompletely understood, the simplicity
of these devices, thelr low power consumption, and the striking effectiveness inseparation control bring these systems to the top of the list of plasma
aerodynamics and plasma-assisted propulsion technologies that have near-term
application prospects.
Combustion
Another area where nonequilibrium (nonthermal) weakly ionized plasmas are
very promising is plasma-assisted combustion. Although heating induced byplasmas can ignite combustible mixtures, as mentioned above, It is the presenceof “hot” electrons in a cold gas that makes nonequilibrium plasmas quite
interesting for promoting chemical processes such as combustion. Electron-impact dissociation, excitation, and ionization of molecules can generate
chemically active species such as radicals and excited atoms and molecules, and
those species can initiate or accelerate chemical reactions that would otherwisebe nonexistent or slow at low temperature. A number of novel techniques,including (but not limited to) high-voltage nanosecond pulses and the so-called
“gliding arc" have been shown to be quite effective in plasma-assisted
combustion. Investigation of detailed mechanisms (often quite complex and
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nontrivial)ofthe coupled physical and chemical processes in those plasmas can
potentially lead to their better understanding and help them become practical.
ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Electric propulsion thrusters can be divided into three categories: electrothermal,
electrostatic, and electromagnetic. First, electrothermal thrusters use electric
energy to directly heat the propellant and add enthalpy. The heated gas is then
accelerated using a conventional converging-diverging gas-dynamic nozzle.
Second, electrostatic thrusters use applied static electric fields to accelerate
propellant ions via body forces. Third, electromagnetic thrusters use
electromagnetic body forces (ExB) to accelerate a plasma (positive and negative
charges). An electric propulsion system consists of a power source (e.g., solar or
nuclear), power conditioning electronics, engine/thruster (including inlet for air-
breathing systems), and fuel/propellant storage and feed subsystem.
Energy can be obtained from sunlight, a nuclear reactor, or chemical sources. In
the case of solar electric propulsion (SEP), solar photons are converted into
electricity by solar cells. The energy could also be beamed to the vehicle using
laser or microwave sources. Beaming the power allows for higher power
densities but with the added complications of needing a power station and a
means of getting the power to the vehicle (direct illumination or via a relay
system). Innuclear electric propulsion (NEP), thermal energy from the nuclear
reactor is converted Into electricity by either a static or dynamic thermal-to-
electric power conversion system. Static systems have the advantageofno
moving parts for high reliability, but they have low efficiency; dynamic systems
have moving parts (e.g., turbines and generators) and do not scale well for small
systems, but they do have higher efficiency. Other onboard energy storage
systems such as high-density capacitors, flywheels, or fuel cells could be used.
Power conditioning systems are required to convert the power system voltage to
the form required by the electric thruster. For example, an SEP power system
produces low-voltage DC (typically ~100V); this would need to be converted (via
transformers, etc.) to kilovalt levels for use in an ion thruster. The power-
conditioning System is often referred to as the power processing unit (PPU); this
is, in tum, part of the vehicle's overall power management and distribution
(PMAD) subsystem.
Various combinations of thruster and propellant are possible, depending on the
specific application. The propellant or working fluid can be either stored on board
2nd used in a rocket mode or Collected from the atmosphere in an air-breathing
mode. The natural system-level trade between these propellant methods is
fuel/propellant mass versus power system mass. Air-breathing systems require
less propellant mass but require higher energies to perform similar missions
Although rockets will operate in a space or air environment, their thrust,
durations are limited by the amount of propellant that can be carried
Key performance parameters determine the relative strengths and weaknesses
of different propulsion technologies. The fuel/propellant efficiency is
characterized by the specific impulse (Li) for rockets and by the thrust-specific-
fuel-consumption (TSFC) for air-breathing Systems. It is a measure of how much

5
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thrust (Fa) is produced from each mass uni of propellant. The thrust efficiency(1) is 2 messire of how muchof the power/enery that is avaiable results in
directed kinetic energy (thrust power) in the flow. The thrust density is a
measure of how much thrust is produced per unit cross-sectional area, Ac (area
perpendicular to the flow direction). Although the thrust density is a packagingfase for spacecraft, it 15 critical fo aif veniles where drag fs resent. Thethrust-to-power measures the acceleration efficiency. Traditionally 3 rade exitsbetween fuelpropellant efciency and thrust-to power (dpeed vs. cconomy). The
fina parameter 15 the specific Macs or weight (iass)-ta-power rai. Ih mest
cases the efficiencies improve with the size of the system (economy of scale).

Measures of performance are fundamentally different between air-breathing andTocket systems dus ta the Inlet on the air-breathing system.
Rocket Air-Breathing
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pressure, Pans Is the ambient/environmental pressure, Pye is the jet-kinetic
power (thrust power) produced by the engine, and Pa is the electrical (or other
external source) power supplied to the propulsion system. For air-breathing
systems the mass flow rate of the fuel is very smal relative to the mass flow
rate of the air.
Note that an air-breathing system can never fy faster than its exhaust velocity.
Rockets, because they carry an onboard oxidizer, do not have this restriction
and, therefore, have no flight-speed limits. The jet power for high-speed air-
breathing enginesis larger than the equivalent jet power for a rocket due to the
inlet and is the difference of two large numbers.
Large power levels are required for aircraft and launch vehicles. For example, an
SR-71 cruising at Mach 3.2 produces a thrust of 24,700 Iof (110 kN) and a jet
power of 104 MW. Climb and maneuver thrust is much higher. Similarly, an RLI0
rocket engine produces 15,000 Ibf (66.7 kN) thrust at an Isp of 433 seconds, and
has ajet power of 142 MW. By comparison, a Nimitz class nuclear aircraft carrier
propuision system is 194 MW, and the Hoover
dam produces about 2000 MW. Therefore, any
electric system replacing these applications must
be capable of processing a lot of power.
‘Spacecraft propulsion systems are typically
hundreds of watts to tens of kW. This, in addition
to powerplant weight issues, is a primary reason
why electric propulsion Systems are currently
being used on spacecraft and not on aircraft.
Historically, electric thrusters for spacecraft were
available for flight decades before the power
systems.’

Figure 1. Electrothermal Arciet
Thruster. Photograph of a 30-kW
arciet thruster being tested of the
Set Propulsion Laboratory.
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Electrothermal thrusters use electric energy to aL
heat the propellant and add additional enthalpy. ShigaThis can be done with simple resistive heating o
by passing the propellant gas through an arc |plasma discharge. The plasma can be generated ithrough a high-current discharge or by 4 "
absorption of microwaves. The hot pressurized f
gas is then accelerated out of the thruster using IN |a conventional converging-diverging gas-dynamic a
nozzle. An exampleofanelectricarc heated a
thruster or arcjet thruster is shown in Figure 1. [ASTTri.
Electrostatic thrusters use an applied static ileelectric field to accelerate propellant ions. SLroNg Shar to roses Sens test otelectric fields are created in the engine which the Jet Propusion Laserstory.
then accelerate the (positive) ions to high velo-
ties. The accelerating field can be applied using physical grids such as thoseused in ion engines or using “virtual grids” generated by an applied magnetic
field that traps the electrons as is done In Hall-effect thrusters. A photograph of
the NASA ion engine used on the Deep SpaceOnespacecraft is shown in Figure
2. While gridded electrostatic thrusters fike fon thrusters are cap-
able of very high Ly (1,000 to >20,000 seconds) values they have very low
thrust densities (1-5 N/m?) due to the space-charge current limit in the
accelerator system. Hall-effect thrusters do not have this space-charge limit but
also have thrust density limits due to the annular geometry (tens of N/m?).
Typical power levels are from watts to 50 kW,

In the Hal field orientation, the electric field causes electrons to flow upstream
and the ions to drift toward the exhaust as shown in Figure 3.13 The electronsand ions transfer equal and opposite amounts of momentum to the air, resultingin zero thrust when no magnetic field is present. However, with the application of
a transverse magnetic field, the forward flow of electrons i slowed while the aftflow of ions is nearly unaffected. Consequently, there is a net momentum
transfer resulting in thrust on the vehicle

N Hall Field >
» 8 Orientation
Tot 1

ed © E il

SS. \
>

Figure 3. Field Orientation for Hall Field Systems and PS Hall Thruster. Let: FigureShows Uh Hal fled rertation. Rah: #5 ll Efe thruster being tested o¢ (re Univers offenigan.

s
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Electromagnetic thrusters use electromagnetic body forces (ExB) of Lorentz.
force to accelerate a propellant plasma as shown in Figure 4.1 17 The electric
field is applied using electrodes within the thruster. The Lorentz or ExB force
accelerates both positively charged ions and negatively charged electrons or
negative ions in the same direction. The magnetic field can either be applied
externally (applied field thruster) or generated by a very high current (typically
thousands of amps) plasma discharge (seif-field thruster). The current also
serves to lonize the propellant. It is the interaction of the electric and magnetic
fields that pushes the plasma out of the thruster at high velocity via the Lorentz
force that acts mutually perpendicular to the electric and magnetic fields.
Spacecraft electromagnetic thrusters are capable of processing much higher
power densities (50 kW to tens of MW) and much higher thrust densities than
electrostatic thrusters (hundreds to thousands of N/m?).

o~ £ c ~
©
Be . J

Faraday
Fold AN

Orientation Vt

Figure 4. Elactromagnatic Accelerator Field Configuration and Sef-FieldEicctromagnetic Spacecraft Thrusters. aft: lustration of the clecric and magnetic fied
Configuration. Center: Photograph ofa Mia pu56d magnetoplasmacyamic (HPD)iruster being tested at inceton Unversy. Fgh Protograph of 50-441 keacy-stae MPO.
hruster being tested a: Princeton Univers

An example of an air-breathing electromagnetic accelerator system for high-
Speed and high-altitude flight is shown in Figure 5. Air enters through the inlet
on the left. The center section both accelerates the flow via electromagnetic body
forces and heats the gas through Ohmic heating. The gas Is then further
accelerated using a diverging gas-dynamic nozzle.

9
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Figure 5. Alr-Breathing MHD Engine. An lustration of » conceptual high-speed air-
breathing WHO engine and (Insert) a protograph of he operating proof of conceptexperiment being investigated by Lockheed Martin Aeronautics

We note here that in its first-ever lst of top 10 emerging aerospace
technologies, released in 2009, the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAR) included two plasma technologies: plasma actuators for
active flow control and plasma-based advanced space propulsion technologies.

10
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Chapter 2: Aeronautical Applications - Concepts and
System Issues
In this section we wil review the following issues and concepts:
+ Basic principles and problems of MHD propulsion, power generation, and flow

control
+ MHD iniet control.
+ MHD power generation in scramjet flowpath.
+ Plasma-generated virtual surfaces for drag reduction, steering, and virtual

cowl.
+ MHD energy bypass: the Ajax concept.
+ The reverse energy bypass concept.
+ MHD power generation and aerodynamic control for reentry vehicles.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR MHD PERFORMANCE

The basic principles of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) are understood very well.
‘When an electrically conducting fluid crosses magnetic field lines, an
electromotive force (Faraday e.m.f., equal to the product of low velocity u and
the strength of magnetic field 8, u, multiplied by the channel width) is induced
across the fluid and the B field. If then a pairofelectrodes is positioned on either
side of the fluid flow and connected via a ballast resistor on the outside, an
electric current will be induced in the circuit, and power will be generated on the
external load. This electric power will represent partial conversion of the flow
enthalpy (consisting of thermal and kinetic energy of the flow) into electricity. At
the same time, the current flowing through the fiite-conductivity fluid will
produce Joule heating? of the fluid that will increase both static temperature and
entropy of the fluid
The ratio of the extracted electrical power to the Joule dissipation rate is
determined by the ratio of the load resistance to the sum of load and fluid
resistances; this ratio is called the "load factor," k, 0<k<1

The current (current density j) induced in the fluid, being normal to both the
magnetic field B and the flow direction, results in the body force per unit volumeequal to xB and directed against the flow. This body force, commonly called the
“Lorentz force" (it should be properly called the ampere force or the
ponderomotive force), is directed against the flow in MHD generators, acting to
Slow the flow down and reduce ts total energy, which is in ine with the
electricity extraction.

Joule esting, given by he expression, QIK, (Qs the ea geredby conan curso, 1 owing
rough’ conductor ofelecircl resistance, ,fora ime, , i he processby which he passe of an
ceric coment throvgh conductor elas es, 1 cen, esiance, and iear expreed n amperes,
he, and sec rApecvey, th unis of ol, Te mre nthe Kin o vibrator
ulionalcnrgy ofthe ons hd clockuns manifestnd se nthe pera ofthe
Conducior Rhee un wie. he conductor in 0 pplication an nid Nui
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Similarly, if a voltage source (e.g., a battery) is connected to the electrodes
placed on either sideofthe flow In such a way that the applied emf. acts
against the induced Faraday e.m.f., then the current will flow in the direction
opposite to the Faraday current, and the jxB force will be in the direction of the
flow. This will be an MHD accelerator that converts the battery-supplied electrical
energy partially into enthalpy of the flow and partially into Joule dissipation in
the circuit. The corresponding load factor, , defined as the ratio of the appliedelectric field € and the product uB, k=E/uB, is greater than 1 in this accelerator
configuration.
In generator and accelerator devices, the interaction between the induced
‘motion ofelectric charges across the B field and that field results in an e.m.f.
induced along the flow. This secondary e.m.f. is called the "Hall e.m.f.," and the
magnitude of Hall effect increases with the ratio of electron-cyclotron frequency,
os=eB/m, and the electron collision frequency, v. This ratio is called the electron
Hall parameter, 2c. As the Hall parameter approaches 1, the Hall current
directed along the flow increases at the expense of the transverse Faraday
current, resulting in reduction of the jxB force. To reduce or eliminate the Hall
current, the electrodes placed on either side of the flow are normally segmented
and ths form multiple pairs. Each electrode pair has 2 proper resistor and/or
battery in its circuit. Theoretically, this segmented-electrode Faraday
configuration enables the performance equal to that without the parasitic Hall
effect. However, as the Hall parameter increases, so does the voitage fall
between the adfacent electrode segments, so that eventually arcing between the
segments starts, effectively negating the advantage of segmenting.
A better (and more *natural”) MHD configuration at high values of the Hall
parameter is the ne where each electrode pair (with the electrodes on either
sides of the flow and right across each other) is shorted, and the voltage is
either extracted (in the generator case) or applied (in the accelerator case) alongthe flow, between the first and the last electrode pair. This is called the "Hall
configuration.”
A useful dimensionless parameter reflecting the strength of MHD interaction is
called the MHD interaction parameter, or the Stuart number, and it represents
the ampere body force effect relative to the flow momentum flux:

5=2BL
I

In this equation, o is the electrical conductivity of the fluid, B is the magnetic
field strength, Lis the characteristic linear dimension, is the fluid density, and
wis the velocity.
Therefore, for a significant MHD effect in high-speed, high dynamic pressure flow
(e.g., In hypersonics), the conductivity and the B field strength must be high.
Herein lies the principal problem for aeronautical MHD applications. Indeed,normal air is not an electrical conductor. Air does become ionized and thuselectrically conducting as it Is heated to very high temperatures (3,000-10,000K
or higher), such as those achieved in shock and boundary layers around reentry
vehicles, at Mach numbers M=12-25 or so. The ionization fraction then reaches
10-10%, and the conductivity from 100 to about 3,000 mho/m ensues. Seeding
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the shock or boundary layer with a modest amount of alkali metal vapor helps in
getting the conductivity close to the maximum achievable level of ~3,000
mho/m. At this level of conductivity, a modest magnetic field, B~0.1-0.3 Tesla,
is sufficient for substantial MHD effects (power generation, flow acceleration, or
aerodynamic control). However, at gas temperatures of “only” 1,500-2,000K or
So typical for scramjet combustors, even seeding the flow with alkali vapor
results in conductivities no higher than 10-30 mho/m, in which case the strength
of magnetic field required for substantial MHD performance at L=1 meter or less
is quite high: B=3-10 Tesla. The weight, volume, and complexity associated with
such a strong magnetic field that must be created in such a large volume make
this application very problematic.
NONEQUILIBRIUM MHD IN COLD AIR FLOWS
The situation becomes worse in relatively cold ai. Indeed, static gas
temperatures at Mach number less than about 12 are quite low (<1,500K) even
in shock and boundary layers. At these temperatures, the electrical conductivity
of air, even if seeded with alkali metals, is negligible. For MHD devices to operate
in such conditions, conductivity (ionization) has to be created in a nonthermal
(nonequilibrium) way. Nonequilibrium (i.e., with cold gas and hot electrons)
plasmas are routinely sustained in glow and RF discharges such as those in
fluorescent lighttubesand devices used in microchip fabrication. The principal
differences between those devices and the MHD systems for aeronautics follow:
+ Pressures of interest in aeronautics (>10-100 Torr) are much higher than

those in typical glow discharges (1 Torr or less) resulting in much higher
power required to sustain plasmas and to severe problems with arcing
instabilities.

+ The ionization fraction needed for a good electrical conductivity and
acceptable MHD performance is much higher than that required for a
fluorescent light, again resulting in high power budget and overheating.

For cold nonequilibrium plasmas, the power budget is determined by the average
energy cost (usually expressed in eV), Wi of ionization (i.e., of producing an
electron-ion pair), and the rate at which the electron-ion pairs must be
generated in order to compensate for electron losses in recombination,
attachment, and other processes. The recombination is the dominant loss
mechanism at reasonably high electron densities, and its rate is proportional to
the product of electron and ion number densities. Since in quasineutral plasmas
the number densities of electrons and ions are close to each other, the
recombination rate (per unit volume) is equal to kane?, where ku is the
dissociative recombination rate coefficient and ie is the electron number density.
Note that the characteristic plasma decay time due to recombination is almost
always very short, typically ~1-10 microseconds, so that the flow moves only a
very short (~1 cm) distance during the decay time. This is why schemes with
pre-ionization upstream of the MHD region with no ionization in the MHD region
itself are not viable; the ionization must be done continuously throughout the
MHD region.

13
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The average energy cost, W,, of ionization varies greatly depending on theionization method. For example, in conventional glow-like discharges of largevolume at moderate or high pressure, the ionization cost is ~10,000 eV (i.c.,
three orders of magnitude higher than the minimurn ionization energy [10-15
V1). This is due to the low average electron energy (~1 eV) and to the
dominant losses of electron energy in inelastic collisions with air molecules. This
is why a highly efficient ionization technique must be used in order to give cold-
air MHD devices a chance to be viable. High-energy electron beams represent
such a technique. Generated in vacuum electron guns and injected into air
through either thin foil or a differentially pumped window, energetic (>1-50 kev)
electrons produce many more low-energy plasma electrons, so that the average
ionization cost is only Wi =34 eV. This ionization efficiency is theoretically the
best.
Of course, electron beam systems are quite difficult to work with due to fragile
foils or massive differential pumping facilities; X-ray generation is also not
helpful for flight applications. But even putting these important practical
problems aside, and even with the lowest possible cost per electron, the
requirement that a cold-air nonequilibrium MHD device uses significantly less
power for ionization than it extracts from (in the generator case) or adds to (in
the accelerator case) the flow imposes a severe constraint on the maximum level
of ionization and conductivity, Calculations show that the maximum ionization
fraction is on the order of 10 and the maximum conductivity is on the order of
1 mho/m. With this low conductivity, substantiel (S~0.1 or higher) MHD
interaction parameters can only be reached with magnetic fields higher than
several Tesla (i.e., 10-20 Tesla). The weight and volume of a magnet then
makes such flight devices quite impractical, unless a breakthrough in magnet
and materials technologies occurs resulting in ultralightweight magnets with
B10 Tesla.
As an example of potential use of nonequilibrium cold-air MHD devices with
ionization by e-beams, we note the studies of MHD scramjet inlet control
performed by one of the authors of this survey and his Princeton University
colleagues. These theoretical/computational studies showed that indeed, with
proper optimization, MHD interaction at the compression ramp upstream of the
scramjet inlet can restore the shock-on-lip (SOL) condition at Mach numbers
higher than the design Mach number for a given fixed-geometry inlet (Figure 6).
During the MHD operation, the generated electrical power would be enough for
fonizing e-beams, with a significant percentage of the power lft to be stored
onboard and used for other purposes. The advantage of MHD inlet control is that
it eliminates the need for 2 variable-geometry (movable) cowl that would be
associated with a large weight and complexity; the disadvantage is that the
weight and complexity associated with magnets and e-beam systems may.
negate the advantages. Systems studies are needed to fully assess the
practicality of this MHD inlet control, and results of such studies would strongly
depend on the state-of-the-art and future advances in lightweight magnet and e-
beam technology. 1% 9, 2.2.22
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THE AJAX CONCEPT: MHD BYPASS

‘An MHD-assisted propulsion concept that has attracted perhaps the most
attention over the last decade or two is known as the Ajax, or Ayaks. The
concept, illustrated in Figure 7, originated in the 1980s at Leninetz Scientific &
Production Enterprise (now Leninetz Holding Co.) in Leningrad, USSR (now St.
Peterburg, Rusa). A good avervics of he consapt and ie preoant stats and
problems can be found in the recent article?* included in the Special Section of
the Journal of Propulsion and Power devoted to weakly ionized gases for
Propulsion enhancement, with one of fe authorsof Sis survey serwing as
Special Quest editor.
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Figure 7. Schematic of Ajax Hypersonic Vehicle Concept. The upper andTower pictures represent the same concept, but were UDA by the aukhors (A
Kuranoy ef ab) at diferent tines

The key idea of the Ajax is that, with propulsion, aerodynamic, and heat
protection system for hypersonic vehicles hitting their theoretical and practical
limits, the only way beyond these limits is smart management of energy (i..,
taking energy from the surrounding flow and putting that energy where it is
needed for propulsion benefits). The following three major concepts/systems are
included in Ajax:
« Endothermic fuel conversion. A mixture of hydrocarbon fuel (similar to

kerosene) and water initially stored on board is used to cool the external
surfaces and engine walls, and the heat transferred to the mixture is used in

16
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a thermocatalytic “cracking” process that makes a syngas (i.e., CO ~ Hx
gaseous mixture) from the original kerosene-water liquid mixture. The
Syngas made onboard is 2 much better fuel from the L standpoint than
liquid hydrocarbons, and with the onboard thermocatalytic conversion there is
no need to carry hydrogen from the takeoff. This part of Ajax Is certainly very
meaningful and probably viable.

+ MHD energy bypass. This is perhaps the most controversial part of Ajax. An
MHD generator extracts energy from the airflow Upstream of the scramjet
‘combustor; this energy bypasses the combustor and is put back into the flow
Via MHD accelerator placed downstream of the combustor. We will discuss
this concept below.

« Plasma for drag reduction. A part of the MHD-generated power can, in
principle, be used to generate a plasma in air upstreamof the vehicle nose.
This plasma would weaken the bow shock and reduce the wave drag on the
hypersonic vehicle. Although there were claims by some Russian groups
about 10-15 years ago that weakly ionized plasmas can reduce shock
strength via some unknown physical mechanism, extensive research in the
United States, Europe, and Russia has conclusively shown that the effects are
purely thermal. However, even with purely thermal action, plasma dragreduction can be quite meaningful and useful for high-speed flight (see
below).

Perhaps the most basic problem with the MHD bypass, as pointed out by D.
Riggins, is that as a propulsion power cycle, it runs in the direction opposite to
that dictated by thermodynamics. Indeed, any thermodynamically correct heat-
into-power conversion cycle has work addition (e.g., compression) prior to heat
addition (e.g., in the form of combustion), and work extraction follows the heat
addition. This is why air is compressed (work added) upstream of the combustor
in all normal propulsion cycles, whether by compressor in a turbojet or a
‘compression ramp upstream of a scramjet combustor. In this sense, MHD power
(work) extraction before air enters the scramjet combustor, followed by MHD
power addition after the combustor, constitutes a thermodynamically “wrong”
and thus inherently inferior, propulsion system.
However, in criticizing the Ajax power cycle and arguing that the Lyof Ajax is
always less than that of a system without MHD bypass, D. Riggins? makes a
significant mistake. In his derivations, he assumes that combustion-generated
heat addition in the combustor occurs at a gas temperature equal to the
Stagnation temperature of the flow (i.¢., that the flow is fully stagnant in the
combustor). This assumption is in direct contradiction to the very idea of a
scramjet, where combustion occurs in supersonic flow. Heat addition In the
combustor thus occurs at a static, not stagnation, temperature. It is this fact
that at least gives MHD bypass a chance to increase Is.

Indeed, calculations described in the above-referenced paper? by the Ajax group.
do result, in some conditions and with careful optimization, in an Is; increase.
Our analysis of their calculations shows that increase in static temperature
caused by flow deceleration and Joule dissipation in the MHD generator upstream
of the combustor is the reason for higher Lp. Indeed, since the entropy increase
in the combustor is equal to Q/T, where Q is the heat added and T is the static
temperature at which this heat is added, any increase would lead to lower
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entropy increase and thus, as can be easily shown, to higher Li. The Lp increase
due to the increase in combustor temperature is made smaller by negativefactors such as irreversibilties due to Joule dissipation in both MHD generatorand accelerator and by the thermodynamically “wrong” work extraction beforethe combustor.
The Ls, increase, however, even in optimal cases, is only several percent. Giventhe crude assumptions in the paper? (10 flow, no boundary layer and heatlosses, uniform plasma, no e-beam energy losses, no losses in electric circuitry),this gain of several percent would turn into a I0ss of Ls in more realistic analysis.Additionally, the weight and complexity associated with magnet and e-beam
systems should be kept in mind. Therefore, one can state with certainty thatMHD energy bypass at Mach<12 (where nanequiibrium ionizationofaif is
required) is not a meaningful technology.
Where the MHD bypass could be useful is at very high Mach numbers(Mach>12). First, stagnation temperatures at these Mach numbers are highenough for significant thermal ionization with reasonable amount of alkali seed(0.01-1% by volume), thus eliminating the need for 2 heavy, complex, andentropy-generating nonequilibrium ionization system. Second, at static
temperatures (>2,000K) reached in the combustor at these Mach numbers,
there is no combustion per se, just dissociation of fuel and air molecules followedby ful or partial recombination into other molecules that releases heat into theflow downstream of the combustor in the expansion nozzle. For such a regime,the group at NASA Ames showed. > through modeling that MHD bypass canindeed increase the ly. Note, however, that materials and structures, as well as
fuel development, are currently such that air-breathing fight at Mach 12 is notrealistic. In the future, if air-breathing propulsion at Mach>12 becomes possiblein principle, reexamination of MHD bypass benefits and flaws will be warranted,
especially I lightweight magnets also become available by that time.
THE REVERSE ENERGY BYPASS
Returning to Mach<12, one of the authors of this survey, together with hiscolleagues, has proposed a very different bypass concept, dubbed the reverseenergy bypass (Figure 8) 31 32 The energy (in the form of electricity) is extractedfrom the flow in an MHD generator placed just downstream of the combustor (orcollocated with the combustor). This at least avoids the need for e-beamionization, since the air mixed with combustion products is sufficiently hot rightafter the combustor that an acceptable electrical conductivity (on the order of 10mho/m or higher) can be generated thermally, provided alkali metals are seededinto the fuel and are thus present in the combustor and downstream of it.
A part of the electrical energy generated downstreamof the combustor could be.used upstream of the MHD generator, which is why this is called the reverseenergy bypass (the energy being bypassed is moved in the upstream direction).Plasma-assisted combustion (such as ignition, flameholding, and mixing) wouldbenefit from this electrical energy. Plasma heat addition, in steady or transient
modes, enabled by this electrical power, would be beneficial for control of shockinteraction at the Inlet and for drag reduction and/or steering and pitch or yaw
control when used in front of the vehicle's nose.
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Analysis of the reverse energy bypass involving MHD generator downstream of

enthalpy extraction and entropy production in the MHD generator substantially

thrust by as much as 20-30%. 3

production option for hypersonic vehicles. Alternatives (batteries, fuel cells, and
the like) are not very competitive for generation of large amounts (hundreds of

reactor, is onboard, its use for virtual cowl, drag reduction, and aerodynamic
control would be straightforward and would greatly increase performance of their
MHD APPLICATIONS TO REENTRY AND NEAR-ORBITAL FLIGHT

high velocities and enthalpies involved, the gas temperature in shock and
boundary layers is very high, from several thousand to 10,000-20,000K. At
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the temperature range, a moderate seeding with NaK (sodium-potassium)

modest magnetic field B~0.1-0.2 Tesla would suffice for a strong MHD

acceptable, increasing the practicality of the system. 37. 38. 39. 4

Et
a 7 Plasma for virtual

Ad

“

One good use of such high power would be to create a plasma in front of the
vehicle in order to reduce drag (Figure 10). Nonoptimized analysis shows that
the “return” (i.e., the drag power saved divided by the power spent on creating
the plasma) can easily be as high as 40-50 (i.e., the drag power saved is
40-50 times greater than the power spent on the plasma).*! There are

region (specifically, making it long and thin), the “return” can be >100. Thus,

2
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axis positioning of the plasma region would create steering or pitch/yaw control
moments.2
An attractive application that utilizes this plasma/MHD-enabled increase in L/D is
orbit inclination changes for space assets. Even a modest (a few degrees) orbit
inclination change requires a very large amount of delta-velocity and energy and
thus a very large amount of fuel to be burned. If the space asset dives into the
upper atmosphere (to altitudes of 200-300 ft), it can use aerodynamic turning
(similar to airplanes), provided the L/D ratio is high enough. Unfortunately,
hypersonic L/D, especially in rarefied air at high altitudes, is not much higher
than 1. Plasma and MHD technologies hold substantial and realistic promise to
achieve hypersonic L/D of 3-10, which would be a game-changer and enable,
among other missions, aerodynamically assisted, on-demand orbital inclination
changes.
We now briefly consider another MHD application: a hybrid chemical/MHD.
propulsion. The nozzle exit velocity of chemical systems (air-breathing and
rockets) is limited by the chemical energy available from the fuels/propellants
2nd the temperature limits of the system materials. One method to increase the
exit velocity of the system is to add an MHD accelerator system to the nozzle.
‘The flow is first accelerated using a conventional gas dynamic converging-
diverging nozzle and then the MHD system further accelerates the supersonic
flow in the diverging portion of the nozzle. Many ground-based systems have
been developed and tested to accelerate flows using MHD systems. These have
been primarily either proof-of-concept systems or for hypersonic wind tunnels.
“ Systems have been proposed for both small in-space systems®: % and for
large engines for launch vehicles.” While this concept has great potential and
the accelerator physics are well established, it has several practical limitations.
To be efficient, the energy added to the flow from the MHD system should be on
the order of or greater than the energy added by the chemical stage. This
requires power levels that are not available on either type of vehicles. For
example, for launch vehicles the jet power levels would be in the hundreds of
MW to tens of GW range. The low ionization fractions in the flows also severely
limit the thrust efficiency of the MHD systems to a few percent. This combined
with the large jet powers requires enormous launch-vehicle powers. Similarly for
space systems, a better solution would be to use the available power in a more
efficient electric thruster. The large powers also require large masses for the
MHD system components for reasonable specific mass (ka/kW). To be
comparable to pure electric systems on spacecraft, the MHD augmentation
system specific mass would need to be improved by a factor of 1,000 over state-
of-the-art technologies. *® One potential solution around the power issue is to
beam the power to the vehicle.” Another serious issue is the magnets needed to
provide the 2- to 40-Tesla fields required. In many cases, the weight of the
magnet and magnet power supply would exceed the vehicle mass using existing
technology. The magnet system mass will need to be reduced by several orders
of magnitude to make flight systems practical.

2
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Chapter 3: Space Applications
Electric propulsion systems are
currently being used for attitude
Control, positioning, and primary TE
propulsion. The useofelectric Se
propulsion systems on spacecraft
was limited by the amount of 3
power available. The thrusters Ea
were developed decades before 5:
the power systems. Early i 3 oYapplications were the replacement
of hydrazine monopropellant ol]
thrusters with hydrazine resistojet Lhe d
and arcjet thrusters (increasing sp >
from 200 seconds to 300 seconds A eraMS Trees on
for resistojet thrusters and to 600 atellie. Lockheed Martin Series. SosaLereeM000 Aa ctrer
example is shown in Figure 11. hols) f6F cok south Sb katging.
This keeps most spacecraft the same, just changing the thrusters (lower risk and
cost). Newer spacecraft are being designed specifically for use with electric
thrusters. These are primarily gridded fon engines and Hall-effect thrusters
operating on xenon propellant. Xenon is a unique noble gas that can be stored
with densities close to liquids at pressures above 800 psia. As the available
electric power has increased, the transition to al electric spacecraft has
increased, as well a the sizes of the electric propulsion systems. Hall thrusters
are used for station keeping as well 2s apogee insertion maneuvers. This trend
will continue for decades to come.
“The high ly available from electric systems enables new operation concepts for
what a spacecraft can do. The amaunt of propellant that can be stored onboard
limits the number and types of maneuvers the spacecraft can perform. Electric
systems enable enhanced ability to relocate assets, fly nontraditional or non
Kelplerian orbits, and keep spacecraft on station for much longer periods.
Although the Ly of electric systems are much higher than chemical systems, the
thrust levels are much lower. This resukts in much lover spacecraft accelerations
and longer repositioning times. The availabilty of higher power levels wil allowfor higher power thrusters to be used and, therefore, the repositioning times to
be lower. For a given paver, the Ly and thrust can be traded (Pes = 2 Go by FirJa). High-power Hall-effect thrusters are being designed to operate in both a
high-thrust (lower Iss) mode for obit insertion and repositioning and high-Is (low
thrust) for propellantficient maneuvers and station keeping. This adds
significant flexibility to how the spacecraft is operated and the missions ft can
perform.

Very fine spacecraft positioning and pointing can be accomplished using the low
thrust levels associated with some electric systems. For example, field emission
electric propulsion (FEEP) and colloid thrusters are capable of thrust levels n the.
micro-Newton range and can be used to offset small spacecraft perturbations
such as solar wind.
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Another operational option enabled with wren
electric systems is to fly at much lower obits. ——Where drag forces would normally cause the 0
spacecraft to reenter in a short period of PoGime. An air-breathing electric thruster ean 2 ©,be used for arog make-up witout the need SERNPRREIIATH
for additional propellant. FRCP pb
Nuclear fission power systems coupled with Loli Hien)clectr thrusters enable new capapiitios 5
Nuclear space reactors have been flown in
space (SNAP-10A by the United States and Le)
TOPAZ reactors by the former Soviet
Union.2 The 7-100 system shown in Floure 12.59-100space
Figure 12% was being developed in the Tustration of the 100 Kye SP-10015505 a5 a tug to move spacecraft from LisuatenofhLEQ to GEO orbits. Even higher poweredSystems have been proposed to planetarymissions such as those shown In Figure 12.5 ¥ Having a nuclear vehicle In orbit
also enables the beaming of power 10 aif or ground venicis from orb or the use
oF laser an MToWave weapoms.
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Figure 13. Nuclear Electric Propuision (NEP) Concept Vehicles. et s reSOB ve Super 13 oars Onc aren Spececan a 150ie ossDharam.
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Chapter 4: Summary and Predictions
The principal reason for attractiveness of plasma/MHD propulsion concepts is
that they could in principle reach beyond the limits of conventional propulsion,
power, and aerodynamic technologies. It is thus near or beyond those limits that
novel plasma technologies will likely find their application.
The principal difficulties or flaws associated with the plasma and MHD
technologies are as follows:
« Weight and complexity, especially if thereis a need for a strong (>1 Tesla)

magnetic field in large volumes, and if electron beams are needed for
ionization.

+ For MHD accelerator/thruster, power requirements could be overwhelming.
= MHD operation is accompanied not only by the work of ampere forces, but

also by irreversibilties and entropy generation due to Joule dissipation. This
reduces thrust and Ip of propulsion systems.

« In the absence of thermal ionization (.e., at Mach<12), complexity and
power budget associated with nonequilibrium ionization ail but make MHD
propulsion systems impossible.

In contrast, applications to reentry, global-strike hypersonic gliders, and
aeroassisted orbital maneuvering 100k very promising in the near future. The
“free” thermal ionization enables MHD devices with very modest 6 field and the
ability of plasma/MHD system to provide L/D far beyond that possible
conventionally; together, It makes these applications both feasible and desirable
for national defense. However, these typesofapplications are also likely to
attract attention of other nations, including (but not limited to) Russia, China,
and Japan, that have proven knowledge and experience required to accomplish
such missions and technologies. These nations have the capability to develop
such novel technologies within several years and deploying those technologies
perhaps within 10 years.
“The fortunes of MHD propulsion could increase dramatically if high-speed
(hypersonic) vehicles begin to carry powerful onboard electricity sources, such as
nuclear (fission or fusion) reactors. Since deployment of onboard nuclear power
is mostly a political rather than a technological issue, it is difficult to predict if
this going to occur and, If ves, when.
For spacecraft, the current trend of replacing chemical rockets with electric
propulsion systems wil continue and probably will become the standard. Electric
Systems can provide a much wider range of operation (e.g., low-thrust fine
positioning/pointing, more frequent or nontraditional maneuvers, and longer
times on station) than chemical systems can. The trend to larger spacecraft
power levels will further accelerate this trend. Ultimately, the high power levels
required (hundreds of KW to multi-megawatts) for certain missions will lead to
revisiting the use of nuclear fission reactors in space.
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Chapter 5: Endnotes
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